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An entropy coder takes as input a sequence of symbol identi�ers over some speci�ed alphabet and represents
that sequence as a bitstring using as few bits as possible, typically assuming that the elements of the sequence
are independent of each other. Previous entropy coding methods include the well-known Hu�man and
arithmetic approaches. Here we examine the newer asymmetric numeral systems (ANS) technique for entropy
coding, and develop mechanisms that allow it to be e�ciently used when the size of the source alphabet
is large – thousands or millions of symbols. In particular, we examine di�erent ways in which probability
distributions over large alphabets can be approximated, and in doing so infer techniques that allow the ANS
mechanism to be extended to support large-alphabet entropy coding. As well as providing a full description of
ANS, we also present detailed experiments using several di�erent types of input, including data streams arising
as typical output from the modeling stages of text compression so�ware; and compare the proposed ANS
variants with Hu�man and arithmetic coding baselines, measuring both compression e�ectiveness, and also
encoding and decoding throughput. We demonstrate that in applications in which semi-static compression
is appropriate, ANS-based coders can provide an excellent balance between compression e�ectiveness and
speed, even when the alphabet is large.
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1 INTRODUCTION
An entropy coder takes as input anm-sequence of symbol identi�ers over an n-symbol source alpha-
bet, and represents that m-sequence as a bitstring using as few bits as possible, typically assuming
that the elements of the sequence are independent of each other [2, 3, 29]. One obvious option is to
use binary codes, with each element in the universe of n di�erent symbols coded in dlog2 ne bits.
While simple, this approach is e�ective only when all of the symbols have approximately equal
likelihood of occurring.

Hu�man’s famous technique [28, 44] provides for the construction of variable-length codes,
where the length of the binary codeword assigned to each of then symbols is approximately inversely
logarithmicly proportional to the probability of that symbol occurring, and hence provides compact
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message representations when the symbol distributions are non-uniform. �ree decades later, the
development of multi-symbol arithmetic coding [33, 46] allowed an even closer �t between the
symbol probability distribution and the generated message length; arithmetic coding also proved to
be a more versatile tool than Hu�man coding, in that it allowed multi-context adaptive compression
models to prove their worth, facilitating the development of a whole genre of high-e�ectiveness
compression techniques [9, 11, 26].

More recently, a third technique for entropy coding has been developed – the asymmetric numeral
systems (ANS) approach of Jarosław (Jarek) Duda [15, 16]. Like arithmetic coding, in pure form
ANS converts a sequence of input symbols into a single number that encapsulates a description of
the sequence; unlike arithmetic coding, ANS generates an integer value in which each additional
message symbol increases the magnitude of the value, rather than (in arithmetic coding) narrowing
the range spanned by an increasing-length fractional value.

Contributions. Given that context, our goals with this work are:

• To provide a complete and accessible description of both the range ANS and table ANS approaches
[15, 16], including the renormalization processes that allow ANS to be implemented without
requiring arbitrary-precision operations;
• To present additional techniques that allow ANS to be used in large-alphabet applications, where
n, the number of distinct symbols in the message, might range into the millions, and where the
message lengthm might also be millions; and
• To measure the relative e�ectiveness and e�ciency of ANS in such applications, compared to

previous large-alphabet implementations of Hu�man and arithmetic coding.

�e next section provides de�nitions that specify the problem that is addressed by all three of these
entropy coding methods, and provides an overview of the two classical methods: Hu�man and
arithmetic coding. Section 3 then provides a detailed description of ANS coding, the newest of the
three entropy coding methods, addressing the �rst of the goals listed above. Issues that arise when
ANS is applied to large-alphabet coding situations (the second goal) are examined in Section 4;
and Section 5 compares ANS with Hu�man and arithmetic coding in terms of e�ectiveness and
e�ciency, on both natural and synthetic data streams (the third objective). Section 6 then concludes
our presentation.

2 BACKGROUND
We �rst provide an overview of data compression techniques, and then brie�y introduce the two
established methods for carrying out entropy coding.

2.1 Compression Models
Any given compression system is a composition of several phases, each of which might be exchanged
for alternative mechanisms. In particular, text and data compression algorithms are typically
regarded as consisting of three inter-related components; see, for example, Mo�at and Turpin [36].
�e �rst modeling component seeks to infer the underpinning structure of the input sequence. For
example, if the symbols in the sequence are independent of each other and were generated from
a single-state memoryless source, then a zero-order model is likely to be su�cient to capture all
of the redundancy. On the other hand, typical natural language text shows a very broad range of
inter-symbol dependencies and correlations, and high-order (or multi-state) models are a be�er �t.
Each state (or context) within the model then gives rise to its own distinctive set of probabilities,
presuming encoder and decoder have available to them su�cient information that they can always
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agree as to which state they are in. �at is, each input symbol might be coded in any one of the
contexts, depending on decisions made in synchrony in the encoder and decoder.

�e second component is that of probability estimation. Given a particular context, and the
sub-sequence of symbols to be coded relative to it, each possible symbol needs to be given an
estimated probability of occurrence. �e simplest way in which this can be done is to count the
fraction of previous uses of that context that were associated with each symbol, and develop an
empirical estimate. But allowance also needs to be made for new hitherto-unseen symbols. If the
model is a good �t for the data at hand, the sub-sequence of symbols associated with each context
will behave as if it was generated by a single-state memoryless source, and the probability estimates
will converge towards an eventual �xed point.

�e third component of every compression system is entropy coding, the focus of this work. Given
probability estimates, and a sequence of symbols assumed to be emi�ed by a one-state memoryless
source, the task of the entropy coder is to represent that sequence as a bitstream (or output symbols
using some larger non-binary channel alphabet) that is as short as possible. To allow the coding
component be discussed in isolation, in the remainder of this section and throughout Sections 3
and 4 we suppose that only one context is needed. Similarly, the test data discussed in Section 5 is
drawn from one context of more complex compression models.

Static, Semi-Static, and Adaptive Probability Estimation. Probability estimation can be done
via static probabilities that are independent of the sequence being coded; can be done in a semi-static
manner based on a �rst pass through the whole sequence; or can be done using adaptive probability
estimates, computed and re�ned on-the-�y as each element of the input sequence is handled. Again,
see Mo�at and Turpin [36] for further explanation. In this work our primary focus is on semi-static
estimation. In these approaches the input sequence is processed once in a “count the symbols”
mode; next those counts are used as the basis of a computation to construct an entropy code; and
then in a second pass the sequence is re-processed to generate bits, using a code that depends on
the particular sequence, but is �xed for the whole of the sequence. Note that in this approach the
symbol frequencies – or some surrogate for them – must be communicated to the decoder in a
message prelude, so that it can construct the same �xed code.

Natural Probability Distributions. A range of compression situations �t this mode of operation.
For example, in a word-based scheme, natural language is parsed into words, and the stream of
words is represented against a probability distribution [13, 48]. In this case the input alphabet
is the set of indices into a vocabulary data structure. Another natural alphabet arises as part of
Burrows-Wheeler based compression [8] – a�er the BWT and MTF transformations are applied,
a single stream of symbols needs to be coded, indicating the number of distinct symbols used
since that token (which might again be a word) was last encountered. �e gaps between adjacent
document identi�ers in the postings lists for some term appearing in the inverted index for a
text collection, and the frequencies of occurrence of those terms, provide a third application of
compression in which a single stream of symbols must be entropy-coded. Several of these scenarios
are used as the basis for the experimentation described in Section 5.

2.2 Entropy Coding
We now provide details of the speci�c problem we consider in this paper.

De�nitions and Terminology. Let σ ∈ Σ∗ be an m-sequence over the alphabet Σ, where Σ =
{0, . . . ,n − 1} for some upper limit n, and with σi ∈ Σ the i th element of σ , for 0 ≤ i < m. De�ne
c(σ , s) = |{i | 0 ≤ i < m and σi = s}|, for each symbol 0 ≤ s < n. Where there is no ambiguity we
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Symbol Explanation
n Alphabet size
Σ Source alphabet, Σ = {0 . . .n − 1}
σ Sequence of symbols to be coded, σ = 〈σi ∈ Σ | 0 ≤ i < m〉

c(σ , s) Number of occurrences of symbol s in σ
m Length of σ and hence sum of symbol frequencies c(σ , s)

ĉ(σ , s) Scaled frequency distribution derived from c(σ , s)
M Adjusted sum of frequencies ĉ(σ , s), usually a power of two

Table 1. Glossary of terminology used.

will use c(s) as an abbreviation for c(σ , s); that is, c(s) is the frequency within σ of symbol s , and
m =

∑n−1
s=0 c(s). Table 1 summarizes these de�nitions.

Information Content. �e self-information of σ , denoted H(σ ) and measured in bits, is then
de�ned by

H(σ ) =
n−1∑
s=0

c(σ , s) log2
m

c(σ , s)
, (1)

with 0 · log2(m/0) taken to be zero. �e self-information of a sequence is a measure of the minimum
cost of representing that sequence as a bitstring if the symbols σi occurring in it are independent,
and assuming that the n-element frequency distribution c(σ , ·) is known to both encoder and
decoder without any associated “cost” being incurred. �at is, the self-information is computed
assuming that a perfect code is available. It is also convenient to measure information content on
a per-symbol basis; the self-entropy of a sequence σ is its self-information divided by its length:
H(σ )/m. �e self-entropy can be thought of as being an a�ribute of the generation process, rather
than of any particular message emi�ed by that mechanism.

If a code is used to represent a message σ , but is de�ned by a set of approximated symbol counts
ĉ(s) that sum to M rather than being de�ned by the symbol occurrence counts c(σ , s), it is useful to
compute the ine�ciency that results, by assuming that an entropic code is constructed using the
approximate probabilities, meaning that the message cost becomes:(

n−1∑
s=0

c(σ , s) log2
M

ĉ(s)

)
. (2)

�is is a value that is related to the Kullback-Leibler divergence of the two distributions, and is
equal to H(σ ) for perfectly matched approximate frequencies, for example, if ĉ(s) = w · c(σ , s)
for some �xed constant w ; and is greater than H(σ ) if the approximate counts yield a di�erent
probability distribution. For example, if c(σ ) = 〈3, 3, 2, 1, 1〉 with m = 10, then the self-information
is 21.710 bits; and if the approximate distribution ĉ(s) = 〈5, 4, 3, 2, 2〉 is used instead, a perfect coder
will generate an output that is 21.864 bits long when representing the same initial sequence of ten
symbols. �at is, the approximated symbol frequencies introduce a 0.713% compression loss.

Adding the Cost of the Model Parameters. In most practical compression systems, the distribu-
tion c(σ , ·) cannot be assumed to be without cost, and the compressed message from a single-state
semi-static compression system consists of two parts: a prelude, containing any necessary metadata
such as the lengthm of the sequence σ , and the distribution of symbol frequencies c(σ , s) or some
approximation thereof; followed by the message body, containing the entropy-coded representation
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of σ , based on knowledge of the contents of the prelude. �e bound in Equation 1 relates to the
minimum length of the message body, with the prelude an overhead to that cost. �at is, there is
tradeo� possible between the level of detail provided in the prelude in regard to symbol probabili-
ties, and the cost incurred the message body when those (possibly approximated) probabilities are
used. Overall, it might be cheaper to make use of approximate probabilities and somewhat inexact
entropy codes than to use precise probabilities and exact entropy codes.

2.3 Hu�man Coding
�ree quite di�erent entropy coding mechanisms have emerged: Hu�man (or minimum redundancy)
coding; arithmetic coding; and most recently, asymmetric numeral systems. �e �rst and second of
these three methods are considered in the remainder of this section. We start with Hu�man coding.

Computing Codeword Lengths. David Hu�man’s algorithm [28, 32, 44] is known to most com-
puting graduates. Given a set of symbol weights c(s), it calculates a pre�x-free code that minimizes
the expected cost of coding an individual symbol from Σ, on the assumption that discrete codewords
must be assigned, one per symbol s ∈ Σ. �e assignment of codewords to symbols is de�ned in
terms of an n-leaf binary code tree, with a symbol s ∈ Σ labeling each leaf, and edges labeled
with zeroes and ones. Mo�at and Turpin [36] describe a range of e�cient implementations of the
underlying paradigm, tailored for speci�c coding instances; the key observation that they build on
is that it is the length of the codewords that is the desired output, not the particular combinations of
edge labels and codes. In particular, any set of integral codeword lengths `s for 0 ≤ s < n such that

n−1∑
s=0

2−`s ≤ 1 (3)

can be converted into a set of pre�x-free codewords; the cost of using that code is then given by
n−1∑
s=0
`s · c(σ , s) . (4)

Hu�man’s algorithm provides a mechanism for minimizing Equation 4 whilst remaining consistent
(in the case of a binary channel alphabet, at equality) with Equation 3.

Implementations of Hu�man’s algorithm execute quickly, even for alphabet sizes into the millions,
and the cost of computing a Hu�man code is typically an inconsequential fraction of the cost of
then using it in a second pass to code the input sequence.

Fast Decoding. In situations in which response time to data requests is important, decoding
throughput is a key factor that a�ects usefulness. �e �exibility a�orded by computing codeword
lengths rather than codewords allows systematic arrangements of codewords to be employed,
minimizing the computational e�ort required at each decoding step. Mo�at and Turpin [36] describe
how canonical Hu�man codes [10] can be rapidly processed, with each decoded symbol requiring
(only) a small-scale search in an array of fewer than 32 elements, and then a shi� and mask operation
to bring in replacement bits from the incoming bitstream. It is also possible for larger amounts
of memory to be used to build explicit decoding tables, so that multiple frequently-occurring
symbols (with short codewords) can be decoded at each such cycle. We employ an implementation
of canonical Hu�man coding as one of the baseline techniques in the experiments described in
Section 5. Mo�at [32] provides a detailed description of Hu�man coding and related mechanisms,
including the use of canonical codes; and Alakuijala et al. [1] have recently invested considerable
engineering e�ort into re�ning Hu�man coding as a component of a complete compression system.
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Prelude Representation. In a Hu�man code, it is su�cient for the prelude to indicate which
symbols s ∈ Σ appear in σ (the subalphabet), together with the codeword length `s for each symbol.
�at is, the exact symbol frequencies are not required. Once the subalphabet and codeword lengths
have been extracted, the decoder is able to reconstruct the same canonical code as was employed
by the encoder. Given that the longest Hu�man codeword is n − 1 ≈ n bits, it thus takes at most
ndlog2 ne bits to store the n codeword lengths, versus (as many as) ndlog2me bits to store the n
occurrence frequencies c(s) using an equivalently straightforward approach. Turpin and Mo�at
[43] describe methods for further trimming the space required by the stored prelude, relative to
these estimates; and Gagie et al. [20] describe compact structures for managing the code tables in
memory during decoding operations.

2.4 Arithmetic Coding
General purpose multi-symbol-alphabet compression via arithmetic coding was described by Wi�en
et al. [46], with re�nements to that mechanism, and an evaluation of the data structures needed,
provided eleven years later by Mo�at et al. [33]. Howard and Vi�er [25, 27] have also contributed
to this early development. �is subsection brie�y summarizes that work.

Underlying Process. �e basics of arithmetic coding are described in many textbooks [2]. �e
key idea is that of a current coding state, described by a [L, L + R) tuple, where L is the current
lower bound, and R the current range. At each coding step the existing interval is replaced by
a (usually) narrower one, [L′, L′ + R′), where L ≤ L′ and R′ ≤ R − (L′ − L), with the narrowing
of the interval carried out in numeric proportion to the probability range of the next symbol
within the [0, 1) interval. In the case of probabilities based on occurrence frequencies c(s) in σ , if
cumfreq[s] =

∑s−1
i=0 c(i) is the cumulative sum of symbols prior to symbol s in the alphabet, then the

region of [0, 1) allocated to s is given by [cumfreq[s]/m, cumfreq[s + 1]/m). �at is, at each coding
step, R′/R = c(s)/m.

Prior to any symbols being coded, L = 0 and R = 1. A�er the complete sequence σ has been
coded, and assuming that arbitrary-precision arithmetic is available, the �nal interval [L, L + R)
completely captures σ , and can be represented by any single value X that satis�es L < X < L + R.
Such a value X cannot require more than (− log2 R) + 2 bits. Hence, because the �nal value of R is
given by

m−1∏
i=0

c(σi )

m
=

n−1∏
s=0

(
c(s)

m

)c(s)
,

arithmetic coding represents σ in at mostH(σ ) + 2 bits.
Compared to Hu�man coding, arithmetic coding o�ers two signi�cant advantages: it handles

skewed probability distributions accurately, in which one symbol s has c(s)/m > 0.5, representing
occurrences of that symbol in less than one bit per instance; and it readily supports adaptive
models, in which the probabilities and even contexts used for symbols change step by step. On the
other hand, it decodes more slowly than does canonical Hu�man coding, even when the symbol
frequencies are �xed and the compression system is static or semi-static.

Incremental Encoding and Decoding. Practical implementations of arithmetic coding avoid
arbitrary-precision arithmetic, and instead include a renormalization process that emits a bit
(or byte), and doubles R (or multiplies it by 256), whenever a leading bit (or byte) of L can be
unambiguously determined. �at ability means that L and R can be manipulated as 32- or 64-bit
integers [33, 46], and hence that coding one symbol involves a small number of multiplication
and integer division operations to compute L′ and R′ from L, R, cumfreq[s], and c(s), followed by
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zero or more renormalizations. �e fact that the calculations are not exact means that some slight
compression ine�ciency emerges, but in practical systems it is very small.

Data Structures. When encoding, the required arithmetic is based on values that can be pre-
computed and stored in tables of size n elements, and a �xed number of operations are required per
input symbol. But when decoding, a target value t is �rst computed, and then the set of cumulative
frequencies cumfreq[s]must be searched, to identify the s for which cumfreq[s] ≤ t < cumfreq[s+1].
�at search step means that for large-alphabet applications of the kind we consider here, care
is required to ensure that the searching process is fast. In semi-static situations, O(logn) time is
required for a binary search implementation; and it is also possible to carry out the same step in
O(1+ logb) time, where b is the number of bits associated with the code for the symbol in question.
Mo�at and Turpin [36] provide details of these structures.

Prelude Representation. Semi-static arithmetic coding supposes that the set of n symbol fre-
quencies c(s) is available to the decoder, a more onerous requirement than the codeword lengths
associated with Hu�man coding, because of the increased precision in the numbers involved. �at
increased precision is what allows more precise probability estimates to be employed, and is what
takes arithmetic coding closer to the self-information bound captured byH(σ ), meaning that on
all but short messages, the additional prelude cost (plus more) can be recouped.

2.5 Non-Entropy Codes
Generic integer codes have also been successfully employed in certain applications. For example,
when the probability distribution over symbols is decreasing (that is, c(s) ≥ c(s + 1)) and hence
symbol one is the most common, integer codes such as those of Golomb [22] and Elias [18] can
sometimes be e�ective. Another range of approaches make use of a byte-based channel alphabet,
typically providing faster decoding [5, 6, 12, 13, 42, 45] than bit-based codes, but with further
compression degradation compared to the entropy codes that are the focus of this work.

3 ASYMMETRIC NUMERAL SYSTEMS
�e third semi-static entropy coder we consider is a much more recent addition to the �eld, and
is due to Jarosław (Jarek) Duda [15–17]. His asymmetric numeral systems mechanism (ANS) has
connections to both Hu�man coding and arithmetic coding, but is also distinct from both. �is
section describes two di�erent ways of representing the ANS processes: a �rst intuitive description
that allows the overall properties of ANS coding to be grasped; and then a second more detailed
version that slightly alters the representations, but be�er supports practical implementation.

3.1 Underlying Process
�e ANS process manipulates a single integer variable, the current state. In the simple form of ANS
coding, state is initialized to zero, and thereby encodes the empty string. Each non-empty string
over Σ is then assigned a unique corresponding positive integer, with state monotonically increasing
as symbols are appended to make longer strings. �e rate at which state grows as a symbol σi
is appended is proportional to m/c(σi ). �at is, whereas an arithmetic coder narrows down the
range of an integer approximation of a real number with the high-signi�cance bits converging in
proportion to the symbol probability, ANS coding adds bits at the low-signi�cance end of an integer
value, with the state diverging from zero according to the reciprocal of the symbol probability.

Figure 1 provides an example of ANS coding. Suppose that Σ = {“a”, “b”, “c”, “d”, “e”} (using
le�ers rather than integers to label the symbols, to avoid ambiguity), that c(“a”) = c(“b”) = 3,
that c(“c”) = 2, and that c(“d”) = c(“e”) = 1, with n = 5 and m = 10. �e �ve symbols are each
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Fig. 1. Example of ANS symbol allocation across frames. In this example the source alphabet contains �ve
symbols, “a”, “b”, “c”, “d”, and “e”; with c(“a”) = c(“b”) = 3, c(“c”) = 2, and c(“d”) = c(“e”) = 1; and hence
frames of size M = m = 10 can be employed. �e additional element in base[·] is a sentinel, equal to
base[n − 1] + c(n − 1). In this version there is also an additional value in symbol[0] that is not used. A second
slightly di�erent arrangement is presented shortly.

Current state
strt 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 · · ·

“a” 3/10 1 2 3 11 12 13 21 22 23 31 32 33 41 42 43 · · ·

“b” 3/10 4 5 6 14 15 16 24 25 26 34 35 36 44 45 46 · · ·

“c” 2/10 7 8 17 18 27 28 37 38 47 48 57 58 67 68 77 · · ·

“d” 1/10 9 19 29 39 49 59 69 79 89 99 · · ·

“e” 1/10 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 · · ·

Table 2. Transition table T (·, ·) corresponding to the ANS coding arrangement shown in Figure 1. �e M = 10
entries associated with the second frame are highlighted in blue; the M = 10 entries associated with the fourth
frame are highlighted in red. �e vertical lines in each row mark the end of each repetition of the frame.

allocated a range of indices in a frame of length M . In this example, M is taken to be m, the length
of the message and hence also the denominator of the symbol probabilities; more generally, a
value M ≥ m can be chosen, with adjusted counts scaled by M/m (and then rounded to integers)
computed so as to result in any desired denominator M . In particular, having M a power of two
allows fast decoding strategies to be employed, described shortly.

Once the frame template has been determined, the set of all positive integers is then laid out below
the frame in rows of length M , with each integer x uniquely associated with a frame repetition
number f (the row number) and an o�set within the frame (the column position). For example,
in Figure 1 the integer 14 is the fourth item in the second row; and, like all fourth items (and all
��h and sixth items too), is associated with the symbol “b”. Based on that structure, Table 2 gives
another view of the same ANS con�guration. Now the integers associated with each symbol in
Figure 1 are listed against that symbol, in the order that they appear through the set of frames.
Considering Table 2 in detail, the regular structure means that the following pa�erns arise:
• Because it employs M = 10, each row of the table contains (only) numbers that are o�set by the

same amounts from multiples of 10 – for example, all of the values in the �rst row end in “1” or
“2” or “3”, and all of the values that end in “7” appear in the third row, corresponding to “c”.
• Hence, given any value x , its location in the table can be directly computed using “mod” and

“div” operations, based on knowledge of c(s), how many (of the M = 10) di�erent o�sets occur
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Initial → Sequence of state values σ

50,001→ 15,000→ 1499→ 149→ 14→ 3→ 2→ 1→ 0 “aaabddea”
50,002→ 15,001→ 4500→ 449→ 44→ 12→ 4→ 0 “babdeaa”
50,003→ 15,002→ 4501→ 1350→ 134→ 39→ 3→ 2→ 1→ 0 “aaadbeaaa”
50,004→ 15,000→ 1499→ 149→ 14→ 3→ 2→ 1→ 0 “aaabddeb”
50,005→ 15,001→ 4500→ 449→ 44→ 12→ 4→ 0 “babdeab”
50,006→ 15,002→ 4501→ 1350→ 134→ 39→ 3→ 2→ 1→ 0 “aaadbeaab”
50,007→ 10,000→ 999→ 99→ 9→ 0 “dddec”
50,008→ 10,001→ 3000→ 299→ 29→ 2→ 1→ 0 “aaddeac”
50,009→ 5000→ 499→ 49→ 4→ 0 “bdded”
50,010→ 5000→ 499→ 49→ 4→ 0 “bddee”

Table 3. ANS decoding of integers relative to the example con�guration shown in Figure 1 and Table 2,
covering the ten integers that make up the 5000 th frame. Note the pa�ern of �nal symbols in the decoded
strings σ , matching the underlying frame arrangement. �e pre�x sequences prior to that �nal symbol also
exhibit pa�erns.

in each symbol’s row, and knowledge of which particular set of c(s) o�sets are in use in each
row.
• Similarly, the exact value of the i th entry in each row can be computed as a simple function of
i , M , and the set of c(s) values.
• More generally, that i th entry in each row is approximately i ·M/c(s).

�at is, Table 2 de�nes a mapping T (state, s) that associates a distinct integer with every com-
bination of state and symbol s; moreover, T (state, s) is, by construction, strictly greater than
state. To encode a sequence of symbols, say σ = “abaebbdcac” (a string that matches the counts
c(·) used in Figure 1 and Table 2) a variable state is initialized to zero, and then the iterator
state′← T (state,σi ) is applied for each σi ∈ σ . Looking at Table 2, T (0, “a”) is 1; then T (1, “b”) is 5;
and so on. �e complete sequence of states traversed for the example string σ = “abaebbdcac” is
0→ 1→ 5→ 13→ 140→ 466→ 1555→ 15,559→ 77,798→ 259,323→ 1,296,618. �at �nal
value requires 21 bits as a binary number, assuming that the decoder somehow knows how long
the encoded form is, and also knows the frame layout. In contrast, a Hu�man code for the same set
of �ve symbol occurrence counts would assign three two-bit codewords (symbols “a”, “b”, and “c”);
and two three-bit codewords (symbols “d”, “e”), with a total cost of 22 bits for the example string.
By using exact probabilities rather than approximate probabilities adjusted to negative powers of
two (which is what implicitly occurs when a Hu�man code is constructed), the ANS coder is able
to a�ain superior compression, even on this non-extreme distribution. Note, however, that the
superiority is not guaranteed: the reverse sorted string “edccbbbaaa”, which shares the same mix of
symbol probabilities as “abaebbdcac”, corresponds to a �nal ANS state of 3,768,342, and requires 22
bits as a binary value; and the forwards sorted string “aaabbbccde” yields a �nal state of 389,800
and consumes only 19 bits. �e range of output lengths illustrated by these two extreme examples
is addressed when the second version of ANS is introduced in the next section.

Decoding requires that the transformation be reversed via the iterator (state′,σi ) ← T −1(state),
starting with a value of state that represents the whole of the input sequence, and one-by-one
generating the symbols that it contains, extracting them in reverse order. Table 3 gives further
examples of correspondence between strings and integers using the example M = 10 frame shown
in Figure 1 and Table 2, based on the counts c(·) = 〈3, 3, 2, 1, 1〉. �e ten strings shown cover the
full span of the 5000 th frame.
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1: function ANS encode(σ0...m−1):
2: state← 0
3: for i ← 0 tom − 1 do
4: f ← state div c(σi )
5: r ← state mod c(σi )
6: state← f ·M + base[σi ] + r
7: return state

1: function ANS decode(state):
2: σ ← ∅ andm ← 0
3: while state > 0 do
4: r ← 1 + (state − 1)modM
5: f ← (state − r ) divM
6: σm ← symbol[r ]
7: state← f · c(σm) + (r − base[σm])
8: m ←m + 1
9: return reverse(σ0...m−1)

Fig. 2. Transforming a sequence into a unique integer, and reversing that transformation, where c(s) is the
number of instances of symbol s in each frame of size M ; where base[s] is the �rst instance of s in each
frame; and symbol[r ] is the symbol associated with the r th position in each frame (see Figure 1). Note that
c(s) = base[s+1]−base[s], and that base[·] is the only array required in the encoder. �is initial implementation
assumes in�nite-precision integer arithmetic, frame o�sets that run from 1 to M , as illustrated in Figure 1 and
Table 2, and contiguous symbol allocations within the frame (the rANS arrangement).

3.2 Range ANS Coding
In the approach shown in Figure 1 and Table 2 – denoted as range ANS coding, rANS, by Duda
[15–17] – all c(s) instances of symbol s are retained as a contiguous block in each frame, introducing
(as was noted by the two extreme examples) a slight bias that favors symbols that appear early in
the frame. �e alternative is to distribute the c(s) instances of s uniformly through the frame; we
discuss such an arrangement shortly.

�e range ANS coder’s contiguous symbol blocks mean that encoding and decoding can be
carried out using integer arithmetic and either one n + 1-element array (in the encoder), or one
n + 1-element array plus one M + 1-element array (in the decoder). Figure 2 gives details of the
computation of the forwards ANS mapping and inverse mapping, in both cases assuming that the
arrays base[0 . . .n] and symbol[0 . . .M − 1] have been precomputed. �e critical arithmetic that
implementsT (·, ·) andT −1(·) appears at steps 4 to 6 in the encoder, and at steps 4 to 7 in the decoder.

Only base[·] is required during the forwards mapping, since c(s) = base[s + 1] − base[s]. �e
second – and potentially much larger – array symbol[·] is added in the decoder, so that o�sets r
within the frame can be converted to symbol identi�ers via direct table lookup in O(1) time. In
the rANS coder the array symbol[·] could be dispensed with if a binary or linear search in base[·]
was used to compute the same mapping, but at the cost of O(logn) time per symbol decoded. Note
that the same mechanism can also be applied in arithmetic coding – the O(logn)-time search in
the cumfreq[·] array to �nd the decode target could be avoided if an M-element lookup table was
constructed and made available.

3.3 Optimality
If it is assumed that arbitrary-precision arithmetic is employed, then Figure 2 and the discussion
in connection with Table 2 provide an explanation as to why ANS performs well as an entropy
coder: as each symbol σi is encoded, the new i th value of state, denoted statei , is computed from
the (i − 1) th value statei−1 such that

lim
i→∞

statei
statei−1

=
M

c(σi )
.
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Hence, over a long sequence σ , and assuming that the number of bits required to represent the
�nal state is logarithmic in its value, compression e�ectiveness is given by

log2 statem−1 ≈ log2

(
m−1∏
i=0

M

c(σi )

)
≈

n−1∑
s=0

(
c(s) · log2

M

c(s)

)
≈ H(σ )

provided that M is taken to be m, and that the frame is constructed using the observed frequencies
c(σ , s). In practice there are a number of issues that a�ect this ideal bound, including the overhead
cost of indicating the number of bits required to represent state (of the order of log2 log2 statem−1),
the slight e�ects associated with the mod and div operations when i is small, and the prelude cost
associated with conveying the counts c(s) to the decoder so that it can construct the same frame.
Duda [15, 16] considers some of these issues.

In situations where one symbol dominates, ANS shares arithmetic coding’s ability to represent a
sequence in less than one bit per symbol. For example, the 21-sequence σ = “aaaabcaaaaaaabaaaaaaa”
with c(·) = 〈18, 2, 1〉 leads to a �nal state of 118,232, and requires 17 bits to represent 21 symbols.

3.4 Incremental Encoding and Decoding
ANS coding would be of only limited value if arbitrary-precision integer arithmetic were required.
Fortunately, mechanisms have been developed that allow periodic renormalization steps, and the
use of �nite-precision arithmetic. In arithmetic coding, the bits emi�ed are “con�rmed” bits at the
most-signi�cant end of the computation. In ANS, the bits emi�ed come from the least-signi�cant
end of the computation, with no sense of them being “con�rmed” in any way. Surprising as this
may sound, it is nevertheless perfectly feasible.

Before presenting the details of the renormalization mechanism, we �rst introduce several
changes to the illustrative approach that was shown in Figure 1, Table 2, Table 3, and Figure 2. First,
we number the symbol o�sets within each frame so that they are labeled from 0 to M − 1, rather
than the previous 1 to M arrangement. �is means that there is no longer an integer code reserved
for the empty string, and also that care must be taken when initializing state, since �xed-points
can (and do) arise for which x = T (x, s).

Second, we allow any permutation of the symbols within each frame, and require only that there
are c(s) occurrences of s within the M symbols comprising the frame. �at change is accomplished
by introducing a permutation vector shu�e[0 . . .M − 1] that can be either a random assignment
of the frame’s symbols, or a systematic layout of them that seeks to uniformly spread the c(s)
occurrences of s [14]. �is change, and the use of 0-origin frame numbering, are illustrated in
the top two arrays depicted in Figure 3. In tandem with shu�e[·], a second new array rank[·]
is introduced, to allow the relative ordering between instances of each symbol s to be correctly
maintained. As well, for reasons that will become apparent shortly, it is desirable to use a frame of
M = 16 items. To achieve that, the previous M = 10 symbol frequency distribution used in Figure 1
has been scaled to create a new approximate distribution ĉ(·) = 〈5, 4, 3, 2, 2〉. �e scaling process is
discussed in more detail below.

�ird, we introduce the quantity radix, the channel alphabet size. For binary representations,
where the output unit is the bit, radix = 2. But for some applications there may be advantages in
using radix = 256 and generating output units that are bytes, or even radix = 65,536 and output
units that are 16-bit short integers, noting that bytes and shorts are almost certainly faster to
process than are bits.

Finally, bounds are introduced on the values of state that can be allowed. �e lower bound is
given by sml, which is computed as the product of M and K , where K is a positive integer that
controls the magnitude of the arithmetic that is required, and adjusts the number of bits of precision
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b b b bc c ceeddsymbol

0 2 4 6 128 10 14 16

rank
0 0 1 1 0 0 2 2 3 3 1 0 4 1 1 2

shuffle
0 2 6 8 12 1 3 7 9 4 13 15 5 10 11

0 5 9 12 14 16

a b c d e

base

a a a a a

Fig. 3. Example of ANS symbol allocation across frames using a shu�ed symbol ordering and scaled frequen-
cies, here with M = 16 and c(“a”) = 5, c(“b”) = 4, c(“c”) = 3, and c(“d”) = c(“e”) = 2, as an approximation of
the frequency distribution 〈3, 3, 2, 1, 1〉 shown in Figure 1. �e encoder requires the n-array base[·] and the
M-array shu�e[·], which records the permutation being used; the decoder requires base[·] (to compute c(·)),
the M-array symbol[·], and the added partial inverse permutation M-array rank[·], with rank[i] counting the
number of instances of symbol[i] that appear in symbol[0 . . . i − 1].

maintained in intermediate values. �e upper bound is a factor of radix larger:

sml ≤ state < sml · radix .

In order to establish that invariant, initial state must be a value in the range sml to sml · radix − 1.
One standard choice is simply to take sml, but it is worth noting that the range that is available
means that the value chosen can be used to encode other information, perhaps even (via an
application of the process shown in Figure 2) whatever length pre�x of σ can be ��ed into the
available bits. To maintain the invariant on an ongoing basis, each time an encoding step arises
that would, were it allowed to proceed, take state beyond the upper end of the allowed range, a
pre-emptive renormalization step is carried out to reduce state, so that following that next encoding
step, state arrives back into the required range.

Figure 4 provides details of the renormalization process. As before, it is assumed that a set
of symbol counts c(·) that sum to the frame size M are supplied, and that the arrays base[·] and
shu�e[·] (encoder), or base[·], symbol[·] and rank[·] (decoder) have been pre-computed, based on
the counts c(·). �ose counts might have been derived from the string σ and hence be an exact
match for its probability distribution; might be approximations of the exact counts in order to allow
M to be a power of two (the situation assumed for the purposes of Figure 4 and Table 4, discussed
shortly); or might be static and not include any knowledge of σ .

�e critical part of the encoding function ANS encode(·) shown in Figure 4 is the loop at steps 7
to 10. It starts with a state value that is within the required range, and, with the knowledge that
symbol σi is about to be encoded, repeatedly extracts low-order digits out of state (each a value
in the range 0 to radix − 1), continuing until a new reduced state value is arrived at from which
coding σi is certain to take state back into the target range. �e boundary value that de�nes the
maximum “safe” starting point from which to encode σi is de�ned by K · radix · c(σi ) − 1. �at is,
the bound to encode a symbol σi is a simple function of c(σi ) and the frame parameters, and can be
precomputed for each symbol s ∈ Σ and stored in an n-element array.

�e transition table shown in Table 4 helps explain this process. In the table the boxed blue
values – one complete frame – are the ones that represent “safe” ending points for state transitions,
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1: function ANS encode(σ0...m−1):
2: sml ← K ·M . lower bound on range
3: state← initial state
4: b ← 0 . output counter
5: for i ← 0 tom − 1 do
6: assert: sml ≤ state < sml · radix
7: while state ≥ K · radix · c(σi ) do
8: bu�er[b] ← state mod radix
9: b ← b + 1

10: state← state div radix
11: f ← state div c(σi )
12: r ← state mod c(σi )
13: state← f ·M + shu�e[base[σi ]+ r ]
14: encode(bu�er,b, state − sml)
15: encode(bu�er,b,m)
16: return 〈bu�er,b〉

1: function ANS decode(bu�er,b):
2: sml ← K ·M
3: m ← decode(bu�er,b)
4: state← decode(bu�er,b) + sml
5: for i ← 0 tom − 1 do
6: assert: sml ≤ state < sml · radix
7: f ← state divM
8: r ← state modM
9: σi ← symbol[r ]

10: state← f · c(σi ) + rank[r ]
11: while state < sml do
12: b ← b − 1
13: state← state · radix + bu�er[b]
14: assert: state = initial state
15: return reverse(σ0...m−1)

Fig. 4. Complete ANS encoding and decoding processes, including renormalization for state and incremental
output (encoder) and input (decoder). �e auxiliary function encode(bu�er,b, val) uses a non-ANS mechanism
(for example, binary for state − sml, and the Elias δ code for m) to append val to bu�er[·] and update the
output pointer b; similarly, decode(bu�er,b) extracts and returns that value from the encoded message in
bu�er[·]. Note also that it is assumed that the decoder processes bu�er[·] from right to le�.

Current state, counting from zero
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 · · ·

“a” 5/16 0 2 6 8 12 16 18 22 24 28 32 · · ·

“b” 4/16 1 3 7 9 17 19 23 25 33 · · ·

“c” 3/16 4 13 15 20 29 31 36 · · ·

“d” 2/16 5 10 21 26 37 · · ·

“e” 2/16 11 14 27 30 43 · · ·

Table 4. Revised state transition table T (·, ·), using a scaled frequency distribution with c(“a”) = 5, c(“b”) = 4,
c(“c”) = 3, and c(“d”) = c(“e”) = 2, and a shu�ed frame of size M = 16 in which the symbol ordering is
“ababcdababdeacec” (see Figure 3). In this example K = 1 and radix = 2, and hence sml = 16 and the required
invariant is 16 ≤ state < 32.

safe because the mapped values fall in the desired range. All other transitions either undershoot
(to the le� of the enclosed area, with �nal state values less than 16) or overshoot (to the right of the
enclosed area, with �nal state values greater than 31), and hence cannot be countenanced. �at
then limits the valid “pre-range” for each transition to a subset of 2 . . . 9, with the exact pre-range
dependent on the symbol giving rise to the transition.

As an example, if the next symbol to be coded is an “a”, then K · radix ·c(σi ) = 1 ·2 ·5 = 10, and the
previous values of state for which T (state, “a”) returns into the range 16 . . . 31 are 5 . . . 9 inclusive.
Hence, if state is currently 16, and an “a” is about to be coded, then one renormalization iteration
su�ces, with a 0-bit generated to the output, and with state halved to 8. �e coding of the “a” then
takes state up to 24, a value that is within the required �nal range of 16 . . . 31. On the other hand,
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Fig. 5. Tracing the encoding process shown in Figure 4 for the input string “abaebbdcac”, starting with
initial state = 16, and assuming that the �nal state of 31 in the range 16–31 is represented in four bits. �e
additional bits required to represent m are not included in this example. �e decoding process follows exactly
the same path in reverse, starting at the right of the diagram.

if state is initially 23 and the upcoming symbol is an “a”, then two digits are emi�ed, a 1-bit that
takes state to 11 (still outside the desired pre-range of 5 . . . 9), and then a second 1-bit, that takes
state down to 5. �e subsequent coding of the “a” then takes state to 16, within the required span
of values at the conclusion of a coding step. Figure 5 includes both of these particular scenarios, as
well as the other renormalization operations required to encode the sequence “abaebbdcac” starting
at an initial state of 16. Once allm = 10 symbols have been processed, a total of 21 bits have been
generated via the renormalization loop, and a further 4 bits are required to represent the �nal value
of state within the range sml . . . sml · radix − 1.

�e decoder, shown in the right-hand side of Figure 4, exactly reverses the path taken by the
encoder. It maintains the same range for state, starting with the value read from the compressed
�le at step 4, which means that a�er each symbol has been decoded, digits must be read from the
compressed stream (in the array bu�er[·]) and appended at the right of state, as shown at step 13.
In Figure 5, the decoding operation can be traced from right to le�, simply reversing the orientation
of each of the arrows. At each instant that a digit (in the �gure, with radix = 2, a bit) is required, to
be folded back into state, it is exactly the one that was emi�ed at the corresponding moment in the
encoder’s operation when considered in reverse.

�e total of 25 bits that are generated for the example shown in Figure 5 is four more than the
21 bits that was noted for the same sequence in connection with Table 2 and Figure 2. �e main
reason for the increase is that state is assigned an initial value of sml, which itself contains four bits
of content. �at starting point shows up as additional cost through the course of the message. But
as already noted, any initial state within the range 16 . . . 31 (when M = 16, K = 1, and radix = 2)
can be employed. �at is, while the four bits do need to be spent, they can be used constructively if
compression e�ectiveness is the over-riding goal. Note also that the encoder and decoder need
to agree on how to represent the �nal value of state (step 14 in the encoder, and step 4 in the
decoder), with binary the obvious choice; and how to represent the lengthm = |σ | (steps 15 and 3
respectively), with suitable choices including the Elias δ code.

3.5 Table-Based Decoding
�e mechanism illustrated in Figure 4 can be further streamlined. One option for fast decoding is to
note that (unlike the situation with arithmetic coding) both of the key integer division operations
at steps 7 and 8 in function ANS decode(·, ·) involve a �xed value M that does not alter as decoding
takes place. IfM is a power of two, then those operations can be e�ected using shi�/mask operations
on the integer value state.
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Current state
16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 31

table[·].sym a b a b c d a b a b d e a c e c
table[·].newst 5 4 6 5 3 2 7 6 8 7 3 2 9 4 3 5
table[·].nbits 2 2 2 2 3 3 2 2 1 2 3 3 1 2 3 2

Table 5. Table-based decoding, withM = 16, K = 1, and hence sml = 16. Figure 6 shows how it is used.

1: // One-from-many table-based decoding, replacing steps 5 to 13 of Figure 4
2: for i ← 0 tom − 1 do
3: σi ← table[state].sym
4: state← shi� and add bits(table[state].newst, table[state].nbits)

Fig. 6. Table-based decoding loop for “one-from-many” operation, making use of a pre-computed table of
the form shown in Table 5. Other decoding elements, including initialization of state andm, are as noted in
Figure 4. The function shi� and add bits(state, nbits) is assumed to access the array bu�er and the counter b,
and bring nbits additional digits into the low-order positions of state.

Another possibility is to pre-compute the loop from step 5 to step 13 for each possible value
of state in the range sml . . . sml · radix − 1, and store those numbers in a table. Table 5 shows the
values that result for the example M = 16 frame shown in Figure 3 and Table 4, and Figure 6 shows
how the pre-computed decoding table is used to accelerate the decoding and eliminate all of the
decoding conditionals.

For this mechanism to be viable, the frame structure must be such that each current state value
in the set of reachable ones corresponds to a set of “expanded” ranges that either completely lies
within the sml . . . sml · radix − 1 interval, or completely outside it, regardless of what value the
added digits have when folded in. For example, looking again at Table 4, the reachable states are the
ones shown in blue, and so the set of expanded ranges from 2 . . . 9 are of interest. When state = 9,
the expanded ranges are the intervals 18 . . . 19, 36 . . . 39, and so on; when state = 8 the expanded
ranges are 16 . . . 17, 32 . . . 35, and so on; and when (at the lower end of the reachable set) state = 2
the expanded ranges are 4 . . . 5, 8 . . . 11, 16 . . . 23, 32 . . . 47, and so on; that is, in each case shi�ing
le� by one bit and considering all binary values that can be formed as a result. �ere are no cases
amongst all these options in which the expanded range straddles the required interval for state,
and hence every reachable state has a single unique value for nbits, the number of renormalization
steps required, regardless of the actual digits being processed.

A su�cient condition for uniqueness to occur is if sml is an integer multiple of the greatest
power of radix less than or equal to it. For example, if radix = 5, then suitable values of sml include
10, 15, 20; 25, 50, 75, 100; 125, 250, 375, 500; and so on. In particular, in the usual case in which
radix = 2, uniqueness is assured by the su�cient condition that sml be a power of two, which in
turn implies that both K and M are also powers of two. If for some reason it is impossible to make
M a power of two, then other binary-aligned values for radix can still be considered. For example,
if radix = 16, then viable values for sml include all of 16, 32, . . . , 240; and then all of 256, 512, 768,
. . . , 3840; and then 4096, 8192 and so on. �en, with sml = 3840 say, M = 1280 and K = 3 becomes
a valid combination, as does M = 768 and K = 5.

�e decoding process described in Figure 6 and Table 5 provides for a “one-from-many” re-
lationship between generated output symbols and decoded digits. �at relationship arises as a
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Current state
16 17 18 · · · 126 127 128 129 130 · · · 251 252 253 254 255

table[·].syms a-- b-- a-- e-- cb- aa- ba- ab- ee- ac- ce- ec- cc-
table[·].nsyms 1 1 1 1 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2
table[·].newst 5 4 6 15 6 13 10 11 3 14 5 5 8

Table 6. Table-based decoding, with M = 16, K = 1, radix = 16, and hence sml · radix = 256, and with “-”
used to indicate “don’t care” symbols. As many as max decode syms = 3 output symbols are generated prior
to each input digit being read. For example, the state chain 160→ 50→ 16→ 5 gives rise to “aaa”; and the
state chain 241→ 60→ 19→ 5 gives rise to “bab”. Figure 7 shows the way this table is used.

1: // Many-from-one table-based decoding, replacing steps 5 to 13 of Figure 4
2: i ← 0
3: while i < m do
4: copy max decode syms symbols from table[state].syms to σi ,i+1, ...
5: i ← i + table[state].nsyms
6: b ← b − 1
7: state← table[state].newst · radix + bu�er[b]

Fig. 7. Table-based decoding loop for “many-from-one” operation, making use of a pre-computed table of the
form shown in Table 6. In an implementation the values stored in table[state].newst would all be pre-multiplied
by radix, to save that operation being required.

result of log2 radix = 1 being less than even the smallest of the �ve nominal codeword lengths
in bits, with log2(10/3) ≈ 1.737. When radix is large relative to the anticipated code lengths, the
relationship reverses, and an alternative “many-from-one” arrangement is possible. For example,
when radix = 16 and the renormalization is via “digits” that are four-bit nibbles between 0 and 15,
for the frame ĉ(·) = 〈5, 4, 3, 2, 2〉 no renormalization step requires input of more than a single digit,
and each input digit can account for as many as three output symbols.

�e many-from-one relationship then allows a second form of table-based decoding. Table 6
shows three extracts from the corresponding radix = 16 decode table for the same example
distribution ĉ(·) as used in Table 5; and Figure 7 shows how the decoding loop is refactored so that
the iteration is over compressed digits rather than over decompressed symbols. An important part of
Figure 7 is pre-computation of max decode syms, the maximum number of symbols that can derived
from any state in the range sml ≤ state < sml · radix. In the example table, max decode syms = 3.
�at value is then used to drive the �xed-length “copy symbols” operation at step 4. Rather than
execute a second loop that copies symbols one by one, it is faster to copy a �xed block of symbols,
including any trailing don’t care values that may be required, shown in Table 6 as “-” elements.
Following the �xed copy, the output pointer is incremented by the right number of symbols, so
that any don’t cares will be covered by the next copy. �e observation that a “�xed-length copy”
approach is more e�cient that executing a loop that iterates the correct number of times is due to
Martinez et al. [31], and has also been exploited by Pibiri et al. [39].

In both forms of table-based decoding, the variable quantity might be zero in some columns of the
table. In the one-from-many arrangement (illustrated in Table 5), it might be that even a�er a symbol
has been decoded, state remains within the required interval, in which case table[state].nbits = 0.
Similarly, there may be con�gurations in the many-from-one table (illustrated in Table 6) from
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1: function scale frequencies(c(·),m,M):
2: m′←m and M ′← M
3: for s ← n − 1 downto 0 do
4: scale← (s/n) · (M/m) + ((n − s)/n) · (M ′/m′)
5: ĉ(s) ← max(1, b0.5 + scale · c(s)c)
6: m′←m′ − c(s) and M ′← M ′ − ĉ(s)

7: return ĉ(·)

Fig. 8. Scaling the observed frequency distribution c(·) to reach a new total M ≥ n as the sum of an
approximate frequency distribution ĉ(·). In the final iteration, when s = 0 and the most frequent symbol is
being processed, the scale factor will beM ′/c(0), and ĉ(0) will be set to the remaining unallocated countM ′,
to ensure that the targetM is reached.

which no symbol can be emi�ed, because one input digit was insu�cient to boost state back into
the required sml . . . sml · radix − 1 interval. If so, then there will again be columns in the table in
which table[state].nsyms = 0.

�e improved speed of table-based decoding comes at a cost in terms of memory space. �e
arrays associated with Figure 4 requires n + 2M words of memory, regardless of K or radix. For
typical character-based compression scenarios with n = 256 and (say) M = 4096, the total space
required is thus small, and the decoding structures will easily �t into L1 cache and hence be
rapidly accessible. On the other hand, the table structures assumed in Figure 6 and Figure 7 require
3K ·M · (radix − 1) elements, and are no longer independent of K or radix. If radix = 2 and K = 4
is used with one-from-many decoding, then the same character-based scenario will require four
times as much space, and is perhaps manageable. But if many-from-one decoding is to be pursued
(as illustrated in Table 6) then radix must of necessity be large. If radix = 256 and M = 4096, then
even with K = 1, more than three million values must be stored, already assuming that a string of
max decode syms source-alphabet symbols can be stored as a single value. In this �nal case the
speed gains achieved by the table-based approach might be partially or even completely eroded by
the overhead cost of cache misses.

Najmabadi et al. [37] explore table-based ANS in more detail.

3.6 Scaled Distributions
Given a frequency distribution c(s) that sums to m, it is thus desirable to approximate it with a
scaled one ĉ(s) that is as close as possible to c(s) in terms of implied probabilities, but sums to a
new value M . Equation 2 described how to compute the resultant cross-entropy cost; clearly, the
closer the new probability distribution is to the starting one, the less compression loss will occur.

Figure 8 shows how this adjustment is carried out. Two ratios are blended before each frequency
c(s) is multiplied: a static ratio M/m, which re�ects the initial objective; and an adaptive ratio,
M ′/m′, which re�ects the currently unallocated portion. At the beginning, when low-frequency
symbols are being processed, the weight favors the static ratio; towards the end, as the dominant
symbols are processed, the weighting favors the adaptive ratio. Note also that none of the ĉ(s)
values can be allowed to become less than one, a constraint that becomes necessary in cases in
which n ≤ M < m.

�e scaledM = 16 frequency distribution ĉ(·) = 〈5, 4, 3, 2, 2〉 used in Table 4 was computed by this
approach. It has a cross-entropy of 2.186 bits per symbol and is approximately 0.713% ine�cient
relative to them = 10 symbol distribution shown in Table 2. Similarly, a re-weighting to achieve
M = 12 would result in ĉ(·) = 〈4, 4, 2, 1, 1〉, a cross-entropy of 2.185 bits per symbol, and 0.645%
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Arrangement Frame M K = 1 K = 2 K = 4 K = 16
range c(·) = 〈3, 3, 2, 1, 1〉 10 2.220 2.184 2.173 2.170

c(·) = 〈9, 9, 6, 3, 3〉 30 2.220 2.184 2.173 2.170
ĉ(·) = 〈5, 4, 3, 2, 2〉 16 2.210 2.186 2.186 2.185
ĉ(·) = 〈10, 10, 6, 3, 3〉 32 2.231 2.190 2.177 2.173

shu�ed c(·) = 〈3, 3, 2, 1, 1〉 10 2.194 2.177 2.171 2.170
c(·) = 〈9, 9, 6, 3, 3〉 30 2.173 2.171 2.170 2.170
ĉ(·) = 〈5, 4, 3, 2, 2〉 16 2.186 2.183 2.184 2.185
ĉ(·) = 〈10, 10, 6, 3, 3〉 32 2.174 2.172 2.172 2.172

Table 7. The e�ect of K on the compression e�ectiveness of ANS implementations, with compression rates
measured in bits per symbol, for a single test file ofm = 1,000,000 independent random integers in the range
0 . . . 4 generated according to the probability distribution 〈0.3, 0.3, 0.2, 0.1, 0.1〉. Two di�erent frame layouts
and four di�erent frame sizes are explored, using radix = 2 in all cases. The self-information of the input
sequence is 2.170 bits per symbol.

ine�ciency; and a target of M = 25 gives rise to an approximate distribution of ĉ(·) = 〈8, 7, 5, 3, 2〉,
a cross-entropy of 2.179 bits per symbol, and a relative ine�ciency of 0.360%. Note that the cross-
entropy need not strictly improve as M is incremented, but that it will be non-increasing across
multiples of any given value of M , through the sequence M , 2M , 3M , and so on.

3.7 Compression E�ectiveness
Notable in Table 5 is that some instances of symbol “a” are followed by the input of one bit, and
some are followed by the input of two bits; likewise, some instances of “c” are followed by two
bits of renormalization, and some by three. It is this variability across the span of the frame that
allows ANS to represent symbols in a bit-fractional manner. In the context of the scaled counts
used in Table 5, the exact entropic cost of an “a” is − log2(5/16) = 1.678 bits, and by sometimes
being associated with one bit, and sometimes with two, that fractional value is approximated across
the instances of “a” in σ . �e �delity of the approximation is then determined by the number of
di�erent “a”-generating states that are available. When sml is insu�cient, only a few states are in
use and the quality of the approximation might be low. In Table 4, for example, the state interval is
from 16 . . . 31 and there are just �ve “a”-generating states. Moreover, all of the state transitions are
funneled through just eight intermediate points (Table 4), states 2 . . . 9.

�e constant K that was introduced in Figure 4 helps address this issue. Choosing a value of K
greater than one enlarges the state interval and adds repetitions of the frame, and hence provides
a larger set of state options and a more �ne-grained approximation to the entropic code lengths.
For example, if K = 4, then the state interval becomes 64 . . . 127, and includes four repetitions
of the basic 16-element frame. Table 7 explores the e�ect of varying K . To create the table, a
sequence of 1,000,000 random values in 0 . . . 4 was generated, based on the probability vector
〈0.3, 0.3, 0.2, 0.1, 0.1〉. �at sequence was then coded using two di�erent ANS versions covering
contiguous frames (the rANS approach) and randomly shu�ed frames; using four di�erent values
of K ; and using four di�erent values of M , two that accurately re�ect the underlying probability
distribution used to generate the test sequence, and two approximate ones that were created via
the scaling process shown in Figure 8. All of the numbers in the table are measured compression
rates, expressed as bits per symbol.
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�ere are several trends to note in Table 7. First, as K is increased across each row, compression
e�ectiveness generally increases, and by K = 16 the nominal compression limits have been reached
in all cases. Second, note the advantage that the shu�ed frames in the lower half of the table have
compared to the corresponding contiguous ones in the upper half – while they converge to the same
compression rates, the shu�ed frames do so more quickly. �is di�erence is especially pronounced
whenM andK are both small, that is, when sml is small. �ird, note that the approximated frequency
counts in which M is required to be a power of two can provide compression close to the ideal,
especially if shu�ed frames are employed. Finally, observe how in the case of the range-allocated
frames, exact multiplication of the underlying frequency distribution to get c(·) = 〈9, 9, 6, 3, 3〉 does
not alter the compression rate, but that in the shu�e-allocated arrangement, it does, in essence
achieving the same e�ect as cyclicly replicating the frame via an increased value of K .

Increasing the radix also provides more precise representations. For example, the con�guration
shown in Table 6, with K = 1 and radix = 16, achieves compression of 2.185 bits per symbol for
the same test �le using the M = 16 approximate distribution ĉ(·) = 〈5, 4, 3, 2, 2〉, and achieves 2.172
bits per symbol for the M = 32 approximate distribution ĉ(·) = 〈10, 10, 6, 3, 3〉.

3.8 Prelude Representation
�e dominant component of the prelude for rANS is a list of n integers that sum tom, one c(s) value
per symbol in s ∈ Σ, meaning that the prelude cost need not be any higher than it is for arithmetic
coding. If scaled counts are being used, with M > m, the computation shown in Figure 8 can be
executed by the decoder too, meaning that the original counts can be transmi�ed rather than the
scaled ones. Finally, it might also be valid to choose n ≤ M < m, to trade prelude storage cost
against message storage cost. In this case, it should be the ĉ(·) values that are placed in the prelude,
rather than the c(·) numbers. For example, a Hu�man code, which is simply an ANS code in which
each ĉ(s) is a power of two and M is also a power of two, has a reduced prelude requirement exactly
because of the limited pale�e of ĉ(s) values involved. For short sequences that may well result in a
be�er overall compression rate, once the cost of the prelude is also included [4].

If a shu�ed symbol ordering is being used, then the prelude must either include details of the
exact permutation used in the symbol[·] array, or there must be an agreed protocol for distributing
the symbols across the frame. For example, encoder and decoder might use the same random
number generator and same seed, or might employ the same deterministic procedure for assigning
the ĉ(s) instances of s across the frame. �e array rank[·] is then readily computed from symbol[·]
before decoding commences. Dubé and Yokoo [14] provide a detailed analysis of techniques for
constructing shu�ed ANS frames.

3.9 Backwards and Forwards
�e descriptions provided in Figures 2 and 4 both encode the message sequence σ in the forwards
description to generate a sequence of symbols over the channel alphabet that ends with the �nal
state. To decode, that channel sequence is consumed backwards, from last to �rst, to generate a
reconstituted source sequence that is then reversed before being output. �at is, using reverse(·) to
indicate a sequence reversal, and store(·) to represent the act of storing or transmi�ing a compressed
sequence, the decoder regenerates the input sequence σ via:

σ = reverse(ANS decode(reverse(store(ANS encode(σ ))))) .

But it is also possible to have the two reversals carried out by the encoder. In particular, if the input
sequence σ is reversed before being encoded, and the compressed message is reversed before it is
stored, it is possible for the decoder to process its input from le� to right and also write its output
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from le� to right, which provides a faster decoding arrangement:
σ = ANS decode(store(reverse(ANS encode(reverse(σ ))))) .

Care needs to be taken in both approaches to ensure that network byte ordering (“endian-ness”)
issues are handled correctly if compressed messages are to be portable across architectures. Taking
radix = 28 and using bytes as the input/output units is also helpful in this regard.

Asymmetric numeral systems can also be used with adaptive models such as PPM [7, 9] and DMC
[11], where multiple contexts are in operation, and/or evolving probability estimates are employed.
With arithmetic coding, this �exibility can be achieved on-the-�y, assuming a data structure that
allows cumulative symbol frequencies to be updated a�er each symbol is coded. With ANS, blocks
of data must be processed and the individual “coding decisions” involved in each block stacked,
and then actually coded in reverse order once the end of the block has been reached. �e decoder
replays the same sequence of coding decisions once it has received the whole ANS block, hence
following the same path of model evolution as the encoder did. Similar data structures as are used
for adaptive arithmetic coding are required to maintain correct symbol counts and cumulative
symbol costs, in dynamic base[·] and symbol[·] arrays. �is approach relies on blocks of data being
processed, and true “stream mode” adaptive compression is not possible with ANS the way it is
with arithmetic coding.

4 LARGE-ALPHABET ANS CODING
Having reviewed Hu�man and arithmetic coding, and provided a detailed description of ANS
entropy coding, we now turn to our second objective: the use of ANS to represent sequences over
very large source alphabets. In particular, we assume that the input is a sequence ofm unsigned
integers (uint32 t), rather than the more usual sequence of unsigned bytes (uint8 t).

4.1 Reduction to Bytes
One obvious approach is to consider them integers to be a sequence of 4m bytes, and then compress
them directly. Indeed, this is how a standard compression tool might approach such data, and we
include two such reference implementations in the results presented in Section 5. Mo�at and Petri
[34] explore another option, suggesting that integer data be �rst processed by the VByte mechanism,
which represents integers as variable-length byte sequences, and then those bytes taken as input
to a subsequent byte-oriented entropy coder. �eir VByte+ANS approach allows rates of less than
eight bits per symbol to be achieved [34], that is, be�er than the lower limit that applies if VByte is
used alone.

4.2 Large Frames
If n > 256 then neither of those two byte-reduction approaches allow the entropic bound to be
reached, since both permit “muddled” byte-level probability distributions to emerge, a consequence
of the way in which the individual byte values get overloaded.

On the other hand, an ANS coder can be employed directly on the integer sequence, with no
modi�cation required to the approach that was illustrated in Figure 3 and de�ned in Figure 4. �e
requirements are clear: in the encoder, a base[·] array of size n and a shu�e[·] array of size M ; and
in the decoder, the same base[·] array, and a symbol[·] array and a rank[·] array, both of size M . In
other words, an ANS decoder of the type described in Section 3.4 requires 2M +n words of memory.
(�e two table-based ANS implementations described in Section 3.5 are more costly.)

A typical large-alphabet coding application might have n = 106 and |σ | =m = 107, and in this
case, an ANS decoder may require in excess of 80 MiB of memory. While not a large amount of
memory by current standards, the non-sequential nature of the array accesses required by the
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1: function ANS fold(s, �delity, radix):
2: o�set ← 0
3: threshold ← radix · 2�delity−1

4: while s ≥ threshold do
5: digit ← s mod radix
6: append digit to the output bu�er
7: s ← s div radix
8: o�set ← o�set + (radix − 1) · (2�delity−1)

9: return s + o�set

Fig. 9. “Folding” a non-negative symbol number s to compute and return a unique bucket number containing
a minimum of �delity leading bits that uniquely di�erentiate that bucket, together with a succession of output
units each 0 . . . radix − 1.

decoding function in Figure 4 mean that cache misses will play a key role in determining overall
execution time, and that throughput may be a�ected. In this scenario, scaling the frequency counts
to a new value n ≤ M < m might be a useful way of trading compression e�ectiveness against both
memory space and decoding throughput.

Other applications might involve n = 108 or n = 109, and messages that are sparse over the
available alphabet range (that is, a majority of symbols for which c(s) = 0). In these cases memory
space might be a problem even without considering the impact of cache misses on decoding
throughput. Nor is condensing the alphabet via a remapping, so that only the symbols between
0 and n that are used in σ get allocated space in the base[·] array a solution, since the process of
resolving symbol numbers through a bitvector-based rank/select process that converted between
“internal” values and “external” ones would also risk equal volumes of cache misses.

4.3 Symbol Folding
Based on those observations, we now describe a third approach to this balancing act between
memory space and decompression speed on the one hand, and compression e�ectiveness on the
other. �e underpinning idea is provided by the Elias γ code [18], in which integer x ≥ 1 is
represented as the concatenation of two parts, a binary magnitude (coded in unary), and a mantissa
of that many bits, coded in binary. An obvious generalization would be to code the magnitude of
each symbol as an ANS value, rather than via unary codes, with the sequence-derived frequency of
occurrence of each magnitude part determining the cost of coding it. In this approach, a base[·]
array of just 33 elements would su�ce to cover all possible 32-bit unsigned integers. �e binary
su�xes would then be stored as themselves, bitstrings of the speci�ed length, interspersed in the
output stream amongst the corresponding ANS-code digits. Fraenkel and Klein [19] noted a similar
possibility, proposing the use of Hu�man codes to represent the magnitudes of the values making
up a long sequence, with each Hu�man-coded magnitude followed by its binary part.

�e Elias γ “powers-of-two” arrangement is, however, a coarse categorization. For example, the
four values between 4 and 7 are all assigned the same imputed probability in this approach; similarly,
all values between 1024 and 2047 appear in the same bucket; and so on. Figure 9 describes a more
�ne-grained version of the same underlying idea, in which we introduce two further generalizations:
�rst, the output radix might not be binary bits (as was already the case in Figure 4); and second,
the number of leading bits that must be preserved as an accurate di�erentiator between buckets is
speci�ed by a second parameter denoted �delity. �e interaction between these two parameters
means that the “mantissa”, or su�x parts, of each value are represented as digits between 0 and
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Fig. 10. Example of symbol folding, assuming that four-bit output symbols are being used (radix = 16), and
that a minimum of two bits of leading precision are required to maintain the desired level of �delity in the
ANS probability estimates (�delity = 2). Each “x” indicates a bit that contributes to the ANS bucket selector,
and each “.” indicates a bit that is part of one of the 4-bit output units.

radix−1, and that the bucket sizes grow more slowly than in the Elias γ code, with a greater number
of low-valued symbols being allocated to buckets of their own. In this generalized arrangement the
Elias δ partitioning corresponds to radix = 2 and �delity = 1, that is, when both parameters take
their smallest values.

Figure 10 provides an example of this process, supposing that radix = 16, and hence that the
output units are 4-bit nibbles; and that �delity = 2, and hence that each bucket contains an integer
range of values that all have both the same number of trailing mantissa digits, and the same �rst
two bits when expressed in binary. In this con�guration all values between 0 and 31 are assigned
their own unique ANS codes, and no overloading occurs for these symbols. �ere are then thirty
buckets each of size sixteen, indicated by the ANS folds 32–61; thirty buckets each of size 256,
indicated by the ANS folds 62–91; and so on. With these parameters the value 4 × 109, near the top
of the range for an unsigned 32-bit integer, is mapped to ANS fold number 224, and the ANS-coded
fold identi�er is followed by seven radix-16 digits (to be precise, 14, 6, 11, 2, 8, 0, 0). If a higher
�delity level is used, more symbols are allocated to unique folds, and the buckets are smaller for
longer. For example, with radix = 16 still, but �delity = 5, values 1–255 are in singleton buckets;
the next 240 buckets each contain 16 values and cover the input integers 256–4095; and the value
4 × 109 maps to ANS fold number 1678 and is followed by six radix-16 digits (6, 11, 2, 8, 0, 0). If a
higher radix is used there are again more singleton buckets: with radix = 256 and �delity = 5,
values up to 4095 are uniquely coded; and the value s = 4 × 109 corresponds to ANS fold 12,478 and
is followed by three bytes (107, 40, 0). �ese numbers are all exact, and computed using the process
described in Figure 9; in approximate terms for large values of s the ANS fold can be estimated via

ANS fold(s, �delity, radix) ≈
[
logradix s + (�delity − 1)/(log2 radix)

]
· (radix − 1) · (2�delity−1) ,

which helps explain the interactions between these three quantities.
Instances of this general-purpose mapping have been used in the past. In particular, the relation-

ship with the Elias γ code [18] was noted above, as was the Hu�man-based proposal of Fraenkel
and Klein [19]; both of these can be regarded as being examples in which radix = 2 and �delity = 1.
Symbol folding has also been employed in implementations of compression systems. For example,
the well-known tool GZip makes use of the DEFLATE mappings1 to encode backwards copy o�sets,
an arrangement that corresponds to the use of �delity = radix = 2. In GZip a semi-static Hu�man
1h�ps://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/DEFLATE, accessed 2 February 2020.
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code is used to represent the fold numbers, and the trailing digits are always sequences of bits.
�e generalization that we have introduced here allows the use of other combinations, including
desirable options in which radix = 256, and the trailing digits are sequences of bytes.

Note also that the folding process has the potential to substantially reduce the size of the prelude,
an approximation process that was already alluded to in Section 3.8.

4.4 Partial Alphabet Re-Ordering
�e folding process assumes that the most frequent symbols in the alphabet – the ones for which
it is most important to have accurate probability estimates – have low symbol numbers. For
many applications that will be the case. But it is also possible for the most frequent symbols to
be elsewhere in the alphabet (Section 5.2 describes one such scenario), and when that occurs,
the enforced “sharing” that occurs within buckets might still lead to degraded e�ectiveness. To
further mitigate against that, we also employ a technique proposed by Culpepper and Mo�at [12].
�e idea is to identify a subset of high-frequency symbols that are explicitly mapped to early
symbol numbers, with all other symbol numbers displaced by the size of that set. For example,
if two symbols, say 1526 and 7543, are both frequent, they might be mapped to symbols 1 and 2
respectively, rather than le� in shared buckets, and all other symbols s coded as adjusted values
s ′ = s + 2. Two “holes” are created, at 1528 and 7545, symbols s ′ that will never occur, but overall
the gains arising as a result of maintaining clean probabilities for high-frequency symbols are likely
to completely outweigh the small cost of the holes.

�e set of selected symbols must be identi�ed in the prelude, and a small additional table
maintained in the decoder that contains the set of re-ordered symbols. But both are much less costly
than maintaining the full permutation vector that would be required by a complete re-mapping of
the alphabet into decreasing probability order. In the experiments described in Section 5, the top k
most frequent symbols are identi�ed, and mapped into the �rst k positions, where k is the number
of singleton buckets created by the ANS folding process with parameters radix and �delity.

4.5 Implementation Details
�e ANS encoding and decoding operations can be expressed succinctly in pseudocode. However,
achieving high throughput levels also requires a�ention to a range of engineering details.

Output, Normalization, and Divisions. Decoding speed relies on e�cient output, rapid state
normalization, and avoidance of integer divisions. �e implementations measured in Section 5
employ a 64-bit state variable and radix = 232 to minimize the number of input/output operations.
At the same time, the frame size (M) is restricted to powers of two so that all mod and div operations
(see Figure 4) can be replaced by shi�s and masks. �e �nal state value is wri�en uncompressed as
a 64-bit integer, despite the fact that it can be expected to be slightly biased towards smaller values;
and no a�empt is made to exploit the (minimum of) 32-bits of capacity available in the initial value
of state.

Some of the tested implementations also include the ANS folding technique. When this facility
is enabled, the radix using in the folding process is 256 = 28. Note that the 8-bit output values
generated by the ANS folding process can be interleaved with the 32-bit symbols generated by the
encoding renormalization loop without any additional overhead being incurred.

Encoding and Decoding Direction. As discussed in Section 3.9, ANS-based coders decode sym-
bols in last in, �rst out order. To prioritize decoding speed, our implementations encode symbols in
reverse order and decode in correct input order.
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Pre-Computation. Several of the required values can be pre-computed and stored, o�ering trade-
o�s between reduced computation time and additional memory. For example, the symbol upper
bound K · radix · c(σi ) required at step 7 of Figure 4 can be retained in an array of 64-bit values,
indexed by symbol number σi . Similarly, if ANS folding is taking place, the inverse of ANS fold can
be pre-computed, and recovered in a branch-free manner by masking/shi�ing the required number
of input symbols from the next 32-bit word in the decoder’s input stream.

Prelude Representation. When n is large and comparable in magnitude tom, the prelude asso-
ciated with each block of compressed data might be signi�cant fraction of the compressed block.
�e prelude can be thought of as consisting of two components [43]: a subalphabet selection
vector, which indicates which symbols in 0 . . .n − 1 that occur in this block; followed by a list of
their frequencies c(·) (or scaled frequencies ĉ(·) if M < m). �e ANS implementations measured in
Section 5 represent the n-sequence 〈1 + c(s)〉 using binary interpolative coding [35, 41], thereby
handling both components in an economical way that exploits the likely pa�ern of low symbol
identi�ers being more likely to occur that large ones. An alternative is to transmit the n-sequence
〈c(s)〉 using an entropy coder. �is is easily done via a recursive call to the ANS encoding function,
with a base case to handle the (eventual) situation n′ � m′, where m′ = n is the length of the
prelude sequence, and n′ is the maximum symbol frequency that has arisen, n′ = max0≤s<n{c(s)}.

Minimizing Frame Size. Decoding a symbol (Figure 4) requires a lookup in each of the rank[·]
and symbol[·] arrays, as well as identi�cation of c(s). To minimize the space cost, and to at the same
time minimize the number of cache misses that might occur, these three components are combined
into a single array D of size M . Each element of D is a structure containing three components:
a 32-bit value D[r ].symbol, equal to symbol[r ]; a 16-bit value D[r ].count, equal to c(symbol[r ]);
and a 16-bit value D[r ].rank, equal to rank[r ]. When n < m this arrangement involves a level of
redundancy, since each count �eld is stored that many times. But retaining the three decoding
elements as a single 64-bit structure in one array means that at most one cache miss can be incurred
per decoded symbol.

�e decision to employ a combined 64-bit structure for the three arrays, and the use of shi�/mask
operations to accomplish the div and mod computations, have implications for the scaling regime.
In the implementation we carry out scaling (Figure 8) subject to three constraints: (a) the maximum
scaled frequency ĉ(s) (and hence all of the rank[·] values) must be less than 216; (b) the frame size
M must be a power of two; and (c) the cross-entropy compression loss (Equation 2) caused by the
choice of M should ideally be less than some multiplicative tolerance θ .

Hence, to determine M and ĉ(s), the following process is carried out: starting with M = 2 dlog2 n e ,
cross-entropy costs are computed. If the relative cross-entropy overhead exceeds θ bits per integer,
M is doubled, and the scaling process applied again. �is doubling process stops either when
the largest value ĉ(s) exceeds 216, or when the cross-entropy overhead is less than θ , or when M
reaches 227. �e �nal of these three constraints means that at most 227 × 64 bits = 1 GiB of memory
can be consumed by the array D[·] that is employed during decoding.

Interleaved Compression. ANS coding has also received signi�cant a�ention in the form of blog
posts and carefully tuned systems developed by skilled implementors, including Fabian Giesen2,
Charles Bloom3, and Yann Collet4. One particularly insightful technique that has emerged from
their work is that it is possible to interleave the output of multiple ANS compressors [21]. �is allows
2For example, h�ps://fgiesen.wordpress.com/2014/02/02/rans-notes/, accessed September 2019.
3For example, h�p://cbloomrants.blogspot.com/2014/02/02-01-14-understanding-ans-3.html, accessed September 2019.
4For example, h�p://fastcompression.blogspot.com/2014/01/fse-decoding-how-it-works.html; accessed September 2019,
and h�ps://github.com/Cyan4973/FiniteStateEntropy, accessed September 2019.
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multiple ANS state computations to be concurrently active, each processing di�erent symbols of the
input stream. A form of loop unrolling, CPU instruction pipelining can then substantially enhance
compression and decompression throughput. In the large-alphabet implementations explored in
Section 5, four ANS computation pipelines are employed, all referencing the same frame description,
with each of the four processing every fourth input symbol, and their 32-bit output units interleaved
as they are emi�ed. At the same time, the bytes associated with the ANS fold computation (with
radix = 256) are directly inserted into the output stream as they are generated. During decoding
the corresponding number of bytes is read from the compressed stream, allowing recovery of the
original symbol.

5 EXPERIMENTS
�e large-alphabet entropy coders discussed above are evaluated by comparing to several other
compression implementations over a variety of synthetic and real-world inspired datasets.

5.1 Baselines and Methodology
Baselines. We compare to a variety of baselines that range across purpose-built large-alphabet
entropy coders; modi�ed byte-based coders; and specialized codecs for large integer sequences:
hu�0, a highly engineered SIMD-enabled semi-static Hu�man coder over byte-based input se-

quences, that is, with n = 256, wri�en by Yann Collet and available at h�ps://github.com/
Cyan4973/FiniteStateEntropy;

FSE, a highly engineered table-based semi-static ANS coder over input sequences treated as bytes,
also by Yann Collet, and available as part of the same FiniteStateEntropy package;

shu�, a semi-static large-alphabet Hu�man coder over input sequences of 32-bit words, wri�en by
Andrew Turpin and available at h�ps://github.com/turpinandrew/shu�;

arith64, a semi-static large-alphabet arithmetic coder over input sequences of 32-bit words, that
uses 64-bit arithmetic and byte-based renormalization [40];

VByte, an implementation for compressing 32-bit integers [45] taken from the FastPFor library of
Daniel Lemire available at h�ps://github.com/lemire/FastPFor; and

OptPFor, another 32-bit integer compression codec [47, 49], with implementation from the FastPFor
library.

Two “combination” methods were also included, denoted VByte+hu�0 and VByte+FSE; these use
VByte to transform the sequence of 32-bit input integers into a byte sequence which is can then be
provided as input to the corresponding byte-based entropy coder [34].

Methods. We provide new ANS implementations5 which implement the large-alphabet techniques
discussed in Section 4:
ANS, an rANS implementation that makes use of a frame of size M , with each symbol allocated

the space in it according to its relative frequency, and including the various techniques
described in Section 4.5;

ANSfold-f , which adds the ANS fold mapping with �delity parameter f (and radix parameter 256)
to reduce the frame size M , but at the risk of symbol overloading and hence mis-estimation
of probabilities (Section 4.3); and

ANSfold-f -r, which further adds partial reordering of the alphabet so that the k ANS fold buckets
that contain only a single value all correspond to one of the k most frequent symbols,
regardless of where those symbols appear in the alphabet (Section 4.4).

5See h�ps://github.com/mpetri/ans-large-alphabet.
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Name m n′ n H(σ )/m

uni-12 100,000,000 4096 4096 12.00
geo-0.4 100,000,000 38 39 2.43
geo-0.9 100,000,000 9 9 0.52
zipf-20 100,000,000 1,048,413 1,048,576 13.44
newsdocs-w 100,000,000 386,987 386,987 10.97
bwtmtf-w 100,000,000 352,003 386,987 8.48
rlz-d64o� 100,000,000 6,165,676 67,109,799 21.19
rlz-d64len 100,000,000 1062 1336 4.97

Table 8. Dataset statistics. The additional quantity n′ is the number of distinct symbols in the range 0 . . .n−1
that actually appear in the sequence.

In all three ANS implementations four states are interleaved, and the cross-entropy scaling ratio,
which is part of the process for determining the frame size M , is set at θ = 1.001.

Experimental Context and Metrics. All experiments were performed on a Intel Xeon 6144 CPU
equipped with 512 GiB RAM and 32 MiB cache. While by no means a commodity processor, at time
of writing this hardware is three years old, and comparable performance and cache capacities are
available for around $4006. �e C++ code was compiled using gcc 7.3 with O3 optimizations enabled.
Each compression scheme receives the input as a vector of m uint32 t integers and constructs a
vector of uint8 t bytes.

In-memory encoding and decoding times are measured, recording the minimum execution
time across �ve runs, with encoding and decoding rates reported in integers per second, and
compression e�ectiveness (including all costs associated with prelude storage, but not including
the size of the program binary) reported in units of bits per integer. To assess consistency, all of
the e�ciency experiments were performed �ve times. �ere were no cases in which the measured
deviations relative to the reported values were greater than 1.1%, across all of the methods and
all of the datasets. Moreover, the relative ordering between methods was never a�ected by the
small variations in timings that did arise. Hence we have con�dence in the generality of the
throughput results presented in the tables in Section 5.4. �e experiments are self-contained and
can be reproduced using the test harness that is included with the implementations.

Many compression systems make use of SIMD instructions to accelerate throughput – see, for
example, the work of Lemire and Boytsov [30]. However it is di�cult to properly compare such
highly-engineered implementations against other systems without also investing similar tuning and
development e�ort into the set of comparator systems. To avoid possible unfairness, we primarily
compare against state-of-the-art non-SIMD implementations, knowing that they might be further
accelerated by the application of careful hardware-speci�c tuning.

5.2 Datasets
To cover the wide range of scenarios in which an entropy coder might be employed, we employ
both synthetic and “natural” sequences. A summary of the dataset characteristics is shown in
Table 8.

Arti�cial Data Sequences. We employ several arti�cial, randomly generated sequences based on
three typical probability distributions:
6h�ps://cpu-benchmarks.com/cpu/intel-xeon-gold-6144-3-50ghz/, accessed 2 February 2020.
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Method uni-12 geo-0.9 rlz-d64len bwtmtf-w zipf-20 newsdocs-w rlz-d64o�

hu�0 17.29 4.11 9.16 11.20 16.70 15.84 28.95
FSE 17.25 0.74 8.54 10.55 16.62 15.76 28.94
VByte 15.75 8.00 8.21 10.99 15.30 14.34 31.64
VByte+hu�0 14.00 1.11 5.15 8.74 13.88 13.05 29.35
VByte+FSE 13.94 0.52 5.11 8.76 13.85 13.03 29.23
OptPFor 12.25 1.11 6.02 10.39 16.61 14.31 28.72
shu� 12.00 1.11 5.00 8.52 13.52 11.02 21.70
arith64 12.00 0.52 4.98 8.50 13.50 10.99 21.80
ANS 12.00 0.52 4.98 8.50 13.48 10.99 21.71
ANSfold-1 12.00 0.52 4.98 8.49 13.45 11.89 25.99
H(σ )/m 12.00 0.52 4.97 8.48 13.44 10.97 21.19

Table 9. Compression e�ectiveness in bits per integer for baseline and large-alphabet ANS methods. The last
row shows the entropy-based bound, without any allowance for storage of the prelude.

uni-d , integer values uniformly sampled from the interval [0, 2d − 1];
geo-ϕ, integer values sampled from a geometric distribution, with P(x | ϕ) = ϕ · (1 − ϕ)x ; and
zipf-d , integer values in [0, 2d − 1] sampled with probabilities given by P(x | d) = 1/(Sd · (x + 1)),

where Sd =
∑2d

i=1(1/i).

Natural Data Sequences. Real-world sequences occurring in standard large-alphabet compression
scenarios are also included in the test suite:
newsdocs-w, a standard English text corpus consisting of text extracted from online newspapers

in 2016, and freely available at h�p://data.statmt.org/news-crawl/en-doc/, parsed into a
sequence of word numbers where each word is assigned a unique integer in order of �rst
appearance;

bwtmtf-w, the result of applying the Burrows-Wheeler Transform [8] to the word-parsed sequence
arising from the newsdocs collection, and then applying a Move-To-Front transformation;

rlz-d64len, the “copy lengths” arising when the Relative Lempel Ziv compression scheme [23, 24, 38]
using a 64 MiB uniformly-selected dictionary is applied to the �rst 10 WARC �les of the
freely available 2018 NEWS CommonCrawl (53 GiB in total); and

rlz-d64o�, the sequence of Relative Lempel Ziv “dictionary o�sets” corresponding to the �le
rlz-d64len.

Each of these four �les was truncated to the indicated length of m = 100,000,000, with further
values discarded.

5.3 Compression E�ectiveness
Table 9 shows a subset of the full suite of compression e�ectiveness outcomes. All of the integer
based entropy coders (shu�, arith64, ANS and ANSfold) represent the uni-12 dataset without com-
pression loss relative to the entropy limit. On the other hand, the entropy coders that compress
the uint32 t input stream as a stream of bytes (hu�0 and FSE) incur a substantial e�ectiveness
penalty, highlighting the risks that arise if there is a mismatch between the data and the modeling
assumptions. �e penalty can be partially reduced by preprocessing the integer inputs with the
VByte encoder before performing entropy coding on the resulting byte stream (VByte+hu�0 and
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Fig. 11. Compression e�ectiveness for the ANSfold and ANSfold-r methods for di�erent fidelity thresholds
f = 1–7 for files newsdocs-w (le�) and rlz-d64o� (right).

VByte+FSE). As expected, the highly engineered locally adaptive integer sequence coder OptPFor
also achieves compression rates close to the entropy limit for uniform data.

�e advantage of ANS-based entropy coders (VByte+FSE, ANS, ANSfold) and the arithmetic coder
(arith64) become clear on the geo-0.9 test �le, with compression that equals the entropy rate of 0.52
bits per integer. All other methods require at least one bit per integer.

Continuing across the table, the two very large-alphabet �les bwtmtf-w and zipf-20 with strictly
decreasing probability distributions can be compressed with minimal compression loss by all of the
integer entropy coders, with the folding component of the ANSfold method resulting in a smaller
frame size than for the ANS and arith64 approaches, and hence a slightly reduced prelude overhead.
�e two VByte-based methods also compress these collections well, with ≈ 0.4 bits per integer loss.

For the two remaining large alphabet test cases (newsdocs-w and rlz-d64o�), ANSfold does not
perform as well as the other integer based entropy coders, because the probability distributions are
not decreasing. �is issue is explored in Figure 11. Recall that the �delity parameter determines
the number of leading bits that are speci�c to each of the ANS buckets, and that large values of f
imply a greater number of singleton buckets. Because of the way it was constructed, the probability
distribution for newsdocs-w has a tendency for small integers to be common across the rest of
the �le, but that is by no means assured, and small integers might also be assigned to infrequent
words. �us, having a larger ANS frame that models more values exactly leads to improvements
in compression e�ectiveness – the e�ect shown by the blue line in the le� pane of Figure 11. In
addition, explicitly remapping the most frequent symbols to small integers (ANSfold-r, the red line)
yields faster convergence towards the entropy limit, albeit at the slight added cost of needing to
store the remapped integers in the prelude.

For the rlz-d64o� dataset, shown in the right pane of Figure 11, increasing f does not have
the same e�ect, and the gap to the entropy limit remains large. Even remapping the frequent
symbols only achieves a modest improvement. �is behavior arises because the RLZ o�set values
have no correlation with their probability – the high-frequency symbols can appear equally over
the complete 64 MiB dictionary range. Moreover, inside each bucket, both ANSfold and ANSfold-r
assume a uniform distribution, but there are o�sets that are common and (in part, as a result) other
o�sets nearby that don’t occur at all. In other words, the sparseness of the data and the lack of
detailed frequency information right down to the integer level, and right across the full range of
the alphabet, erodes the e�ectiveness of the two ANSfold methods on this test �le.
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Method geo-0.4 rlz-d64len zipf-20 newsdocs-w

enc. dec. enc. dec. enc. dec. enc. dec.
VByte 1288 1275 1124 1113 206 212 301 300
VByte+hu�0 511 668 458 557 138 144 178 185
VByte+FSE 360 444 338 414 115 132 143 167
OptPFor 30 972 17 902 4 411 5 424
shu� 297 255 249 220 89 130 168 177
arith64 154 47 96 29 61 10 91 14
ANS 127 557 118 374 60 39 90 36
ANSfold-1 123 475 112 393 60 329 69 317
ANSfold-5 120 477 113 330 65 298 74 217
ANSfold-1-r 101 479 93 398 35 337 50 343
ANSfold-5-r 100 480 93 331 38 295 61 303

Table 10. Encoding and decoding throughput rates, in millions of integers per second, for a range of datasets.

5.4 Encoding and Decoding Throughput
Table 10 reports encoding and decoding throughout rates for four of the test �les: geo-0.4, a small,
highly skewed dataset; rzl-d64len, a medium-scale dataset; and zipf-20 and newsdocs-w, two large-
alphabet datasets. �e two byte-wise entropy coders (hu�0 and FSE) are not included in Table 10,
because in processing bytes rather than integers, they handle four times as many symbols, and
comparison would be unfair. Note also that the new ANS and ANSfold implementations were
assembled with an emphasis on decoding speed, and several optimizations to improve encoding
speed (including replacing divisions by shi�s) are possible that would likely improve their encoding
performance relative to the values shown in the table.

For geo-0.4 the ANS implementations achieve approximately twice the decoding throughput of the
shu� so�ware, in part a consequence of the small frame size involved, ��ing completely in cache;
and in part because of the interleaving. �e two hybrids using VByte preprocessing also operate
quickly. �e fastest decoding is provided by VByte and OptPFor, but with the la�er providing the
slowest encoding speed. �e arith64 implementation achieves credible encoding speeds, with all
multiplicative operations carried out via shi�/mask replacements; but decodes slowly, because of
the 64-bit full division that is required for each symbol.

�e medium alphabet dataset (rzl-d64len) shows similar characteristics as geo-0.4, but with ANS
decoding speeds decreasing because of the larger frames. Similar tendencies can be observed for
shu�, while VByte and OptPFor are relatively una�ected by the increase in alphabet size.

Looking at the two large alphabet test �les, zipf-20 and newsdocs-w, the ANS decoding throughput
becomes markedly slower, because of the large amount of memory required for a full ANS frame,
and the cache misses that occur. On the other hand, the ANSfold implementations still achieve
good decoding throughput, because their memory footprints remain small. �e arith64 mechanism
also slows as the alphabet becomes larger, because its implementation employs a binary search in
an array of cumulative frequencies, rather than a table lookup the way the full-frame ANS does.
Note that the �delity parameter f a�ects the encoding and decoding speed of ANSfold, with higher
values of f leading to bigger data structures and slower decoding.
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Fig. 12. Decoding speed for ANS and ANSfold-1 for a range of frame sizes, determined by varying the
cross-entropy tolerance θ , for files rlz-d64len (moderate n) and bwtmtf-w (large n).

5.5 ANS Modeling Accuracy
Table 9 suggests that the size of the underlying ANS frame has a non-trivial impact on ANS decoding
throughput. �e test implementation chooses the frame size by iteratively increasing the frame size
M such that the approximated probabilities ĉ(s)/M result in relative compression ine�ciency due to
modeling inaccuracy at most a constant factor θ fromH(σ ). Allowing for more modeling inaccuracy
by increasing θ results in smaller ANS frames being constructed, which can improve throughput.
�is tradeo� is explored in Figure 12, where decoding speed and compression e�ectiveness are
plo�ed against each other as θ is varied across {1.001, 1.005, 1.01, 1.02, 1.04, 1.08, 1.16, 1.32}, with
speed shown in nanoseconds per integer.

For the rlz-d64len dataset (in the le� pane), with a relatively small alphabet, when the threshold
is small (1.001 to 1.01), the frame gets enlarged so that it accurately models the true probabilities,
and compression loss is minimal. �erea�er, as the threshold increases, decoding times decrease
because of the smaller frames employed, while e�ectiveness is eroded. �e ANS implementation
utilizes frames of size M = 65,536 for threshold 1.001, decreasing to M = 2048 for θ = 1.32. Method
ANSfold-1 employs M = 8192 to M = 512 across the same spectrum of θ . Compared to the ANS
reference point, ANSfold-1 incurs a speed penalty, because the folded alphabet is already small,
and there is slightly more processing required per decoded symbol. �is behavior is reversed for
the large alphabet dataset bwtmtf-w (the right frame). �e ANS approach requires large frames
(M = 8,388,608 for θ = 1.001, decreasing to M = 262,144 for θ = 1.32) even when θ is relatively
large, whereas ANSfold-1 still employs frames that are compact (M = 8192 for θ = 1.001, and
M = 1024 for θ = 1.32) and support fast decoding when θ is small, with per-integer decoding times
unchanged compared to more moderate alphabet sizes.

5.6 Pseudo-Adaptive Coding
Unless it is certain that a large input �le is homogeneous, it can be bene�cial to partition long
input sequences into blocks, and process each block independently, so as to exploit any available
local variations in symbol frequencies. Spli�ing the input into blocks also reduces the bu�er space
required in the lead-up to and during the required reverse() operations. Partitioning big �les into
smaller components usually reduces the size of the subalphabet required in each block, but at the
same time creates tension between total prelude cost (which must be summed over the blocks) and
decreased code cost (because each block has a smaller alphabet and more precise probabilities).
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Fig. 13. Compression e�ectiveness for ANS and ANS-fold for block sizes ranging from 27 to 227.

�is tradeo� is explored in Figure 13, which shows block-by-block processing via ANS and
ANSfold-1 of two large-alphabet �les (bwtmtf-w and newsdocs-w), with block-sizes of 2b for b ∈ [7, 28].
As expected, both methods approach the compression rates reported in Table 9 when the block-
size is large. But there are marked di�erences when smaller block-sizes are employed. In both
cases, ANSfold-1 outperforms ANS, a consequence of the former’s smaller per-block prelude costs.
Figure 11 already explored how increasing the �delity f of ANSfold helped match the compression
e�ectiveness of ANS for the newsdocs-w dataset; what is clear from Figure 13 is that block-by-block
processing is a second alternative that is just as potent, providing not only the option of equaling
the entropy (10.97 bits per integer) when a block-size of 65,536 is used, but also the option of
undercu�ing the entropy (for both of these two non-homogeneous �les, by up to 15%) when smaller
block-sizes are employed. Not shown in Figure 13 is that small block sizes also su�er a throughput
penalty, because of the repeated need to process the prelude and reconstruct the ANS decoding
structures, making this a three-way tradeo� between block-size, e�ectiveness, and e�ciency. In
this regard, ANSfold is likely to be the preferred choice, as it provides be�er e�ectiveness across a
wide range of block-sizes and also allows much faster decoding (Table 10).

6 CONCLUSIONS
Our goals with this paper were threefold: to give an accessible and cohesive presentation of
the recent ANS mechanism; to describe modi�cations that would allow ANS to be employed for
large-alphabet semi-static compression; and to measure the relative performance of these ANS
variants and compare them to Hu�man and arithmetic coding. Sections 3 and 4 respond to the
�rst two of those goals, and, as a clear conclusion of this project, the results presented in Section 5
con�rm that ANS entropy coding is an important technique that provides clear e�ectiveness and
e�ciency options compared to previous approaches. In particular, when coupled with the ANS-fold
and ANS-fold-r mechanisms, ANS provides excellent compression e�ectiveness on many types of
large-alphabet input data, in most cases as good as can be achieved by arithmetic coding; and
maintains high decoding rates that are superior to what can be a�ained by canonical Hu�man
coding.

So�ware. �e code that was developed during this work, and the experimental setup used to carry
out the experiments, are available at h�ps://github.com/mpetri/ans-large-alphabet.
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